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GIRONA: 
WRINKLED SHELL, 
EXCEEDINGLY SWEET INTERIOR 
EUGENI D'ORS SAID OF GIRONA: "YOU, CITY, ARE A DRY 
WALNUT OF STONY WRINKLED SHELL, BUT WHITE INSIDE, 
TENDER, MILKY, EXCEEDINGLY SWEET. 
JOSEP MARlA FONALLERAS A U T H O R  
irona is a small city (under 
100,000 inhabitants), on gently 
sloping land, dominated by a 
cathedral that resembles an enormous 
watch-tower, zig-zagged by four rivers 
that give it an especially damp climate 
and with a strategic position that has 
been responsible for a good part of the 
city's present shape. 
This position gives us the historical key to 
the understanding of the way in which 
modern Girona was seen to be born. 
Following the Napoleonic invasion of 
1808, Girona suffered various sieges 
which were to help, in later years, to 
shape her image of heroism (almost 
foolish heroism), consemativism and 
intolerance. So Girona, a walled and 
Levitican Girona, contemplated the 
nineteenth century shut up inside herself, 
and the myth of the black, grey, stony, 
immortal city took hold amongst the 
poets (especially the Modernists), who 
even compared her to the sordidness of 
Flemish Bruges. 
The demolition of the walls that surroun- 
ded her (end of nineteenth century, 
beginning of twentieth) coincided with 
a cultural explosion that lasted until 
the Spanish Civil War. Girona ceased 
to be an awsome cliché and took on 
the characteristics of an "insistent 
civicism" which, based on progress and 
rationality, had been introduced to the 
country by the Noucentisme of Eugeni 
d70rs. D'Ors himself said of Girona: 
"Ets Ciutat, una seca nou de closca pktria 
i arrugada, pero blanca a dins, tendra, 
lletosa, dolcíssima7'. (You, City, are a 
dry walnut of stony wrinkled shell, but 
white inside, tender, milky, exceedingly 
sweet .) 
After the parenthesis (the emptiness, the 
desolation, the tedium) of Franco's dicta- 
torship, with a considerable economic 
and social burden (especially regarding 
the urbanistic chaos and the negligible 
intellectual opportunity), Girona recov- 
ered the wish to become a prototype city, 
basically interested in a cultural offer. 
The restoration of the old part of the city 
(with a particularly impressive Jewish 
quarter where there was a cabalist school 
and where the sage Bonastruc de Porta 
worked), municipal intemention in em- 
blematic parts of the city, a growing li- 
terary, artistic and architectonic activity, 
and a firm determination to reach the 
year 2000 with a rational organization of 
the land and the city spaces, have allowed 
Girona to look to the future with opti- 
mism. 
Various writers, journalists and politi- 
cians have spoken of Girona as the 
Catalan Florence, with the idea of stress- 
ing the cultural side of the project. The 
truth is, however, that this resemblance, 
for the time-being, is no more than an 
aesthetic one. One of Girona's rivers, the 
Onyar, is lined with clusters of stacked 
houses that remind one of the Tuscan 
Arno. Recently, these houses lost the 
greyness which gave them a certain uni- 
formity, and were repainted, with the re- 
sulting plastic similarity with the Italian 
city. 
Leaving aside this chromatic change 
(which did away with Girona's gloomy 
image and caused a bit of a quarrel be- 
tween defenders and detractors), leaving 
aside the aesthetic links, what the city 
really wants is to become a valid alterna- 
tive to the macrocephaly of Barcelona, to 
become a melting-pot of initiatives, 
without forgetting that it is an ideal place 
to work, equidistant from metropolitan 
excesses and the bucolic calm of the 
country . 
To achieve this feat, Girona still has to 
get rid of those elements that turned it 
into a decadent myth: the preponderance 
of an inflexible shop-keeping class, the 
immense mill-stone of a mediocre spirit 
and the wrinkled shell that carefully hid 
her exceedingly sweet interior. 
Al1 these are aspects of a funereal Girona 
that led one of the country's writers 
-Joaquim Ruyra- to situate a hypo- 
thetical end of the world (with al1 the 
Dantesque charge imaginable) in the 
delicate little city washed by the four zig- 
zagging rivers. ¤ 
